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We investigate an implementation of the multi-level  -range
data structure. The  -level  -range is compared to naive and
R*tree search over  randomly generated  -d points. Results indicate that multi-level  -ranges are not competitive
due to their (previously unreported) complexity. We show
that storage is   !"$# %'&)(+*-,'# ."/ 0) and when
7 3
1 2 0 where 2 and  are positive integers, 456$
8# %'&)(+*-,'# ."/:9 ;=< >?@ . Our results also indicate that the  level
k-range requires AB45CDE!C"FGH(+*-,'# .IJLKNMOQP
R = time
for range search.

The following data structures are both static in the sense that
they do not support dynamic operations of insertion and deletion.
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Data structures to support efficient searching have been a
fundamental research area of computer science for many
years. The specific problem of searching we are concerned
with is called “orthogonal range searching”. We define orthogonal range search as follows:
Definition 1 For a data space ^_* , where  = number of
dimensions, orthogonal range search is definedR as findacb ( = d `ed ,
ing and reporting the set of points `
b = set of  dimensional points, d bfd =  ), such that
for
kl m all=n ghi l maE=` n , g[)h pp)intersects
l m =n the query rectangle
l mts =n s j 
)
p

, where
# a range
#5o & for & dimension
o
* u of
*-orq the query rectangle,
o represents
and
m swv n s .
We use x ,  , and A to denote the preprocessing time, storage space, and range search time, respectively.
Bentley and Maurer explored the worst-case complexity of range searching by introducing three theoretical
data structures;  -ranges, multi-level  -ranges, and nonoverlapping  -ranges [4]. Multi-level  -ranges have
inR  anwith
triguing range search time AByz{!|J+K}M~P
storage "y$!$# %' , for any fixed value of  and
 . We explored  -level  -ranges experimentally, and
were surprised to find the range search performance significantly worse than predicted by Bentley and Maurer’s analysis.
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b is normalized by converting each coordinate into the integer space, denoted as b . This is done by sorting each
point gab by its corresponding  dimensions. Let g
|g # =g & )p)pp)=g *  , then g g #  g & p)ppI g *  where g h corresponds to the rank of g h with respect to all other points
sorted on the  -th coordinate. Therefore, all points are “normalized” by sorting all dimensions in ascending order and
removing duplicates, this can be done in !rJLKNMOy with
! space.
Definition 2 For all ruNC with weOzuB
 let b h|(¢£ ¡|s .  k g¤d gab , O g $u p



and

we~

¡ q
s
A 1-range, b h(£ # . , is a linear array ¥ , where each element consists of a set of points ¥_¦ and a pointer §¨¦© w ª« y . ¥«¦
is the set of all points in b with first coordinate equal to ª ,
and § ¦ points to the next nonempty element in ¥ .
For BF , a 2-range is obtained by storing each of the sets
s
b h|(L£ &5s . for w¬O$ufe as a 1-range
sh£ b h|(£ #C. and by a 2-d array
x of points, with each element x ( «¬®ufi ) points
carry out a range search, we first normalize
ing
l m 5ton b h( £ #Cl .m . To
b to
# # o & 5n & o (by performing a binary search over
obtain the ranks), and then search the 1-range b ¯ (L&5. £ ° for
m and n . In general, we store b (*s > . as> ( points between
h£
#
#
1)-ranges.
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Let us first consider a 2-level 2-range. On the first level,
we consider one “block” which contains  #C/5& “units”, each
containing ®#C/5& points. Assume  is a perfect square. In
the first level we store all ²!z#C/5&³P´}5FNµ!y consecutive intervals of units, that is !y 1-ranges 1 . We store
each 1-range in an array sorted on the g -value, such that we
have storage proportional to the number of points stored in
the range. In the second level, we have i#=/=& blocks, each
containing z#C/5& units. Within each block, we store all possible intervals of units as 1-ranges.
of

¸

1

¶~·L¸º¹+»}¼

is the number of ways to choose
elements.

»

element subsets from a set
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To perform a range search on a 2-level 2-range we must
choose a covering of the ½ -range from both the first and second level. This can be done by selecting at most one covering
from level 1 and two from level 2 (see Figure 1 for example).
L2

H2

Level 1

¾Level 2

Figure 1: Searching a 2-level 2-range with

¿

= 9 [4]. The bold
vertical lines represent block boundaries and the regular vertical
lines represent unit boundaries. Each horizontal line represents a
1-range; these 1-ranges do not extend across block boundaries. The
crossed-hatched sections represent the ranges being searched;
in level 1,
and
in level 2.
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In general, for   F and   F , on level  we store
$( h ,Ê#C./C0 blocks, each containingh ²!"¬#C/C0-5F}Ë!y&5/C0I
units representing at most ®# ,¨( ,'# ./C0 points [4]. Each  level  -range is inductively constructed out of  -level (  -1)À Â Á¢ÆÂXÈ Ä

ranges. To answer a query, we select an appropriate covering
of the  -th coordinate for each level, and search the corresponding (  -1)-range (see Figure 2 for pseudocode).
Bentley and Maurer found that by choosing  as a function
of  and  , for any fixed  and _ , the generalized  -level
 -range has the following complexities:

Í

xBO"yt´!#C%ÊR  , and
AB"yt!JLKNM~ÌP  p
   :W \ )ÎÏf

There are two main algorithms to consider for the multi-level
 -range: construction and searching. The construction algorithm follows the description of the data structure from Bentley and Maurer’s paper, except that they assumed Ì2¨0 ,
where 2 and  are both positive integers. In general, this is
not true; we use Ð|z#=/C0CÑ and ÒÓÐ|$#C/C0 Ñ0 to construct the
block and unit boundaries. The pseudocode for the construction algorithm is available in [7].
The range search algorithm recursively searches each  level  -range by finding, for each level, which units overlap
the left point value and right point value for coordinate 
until DÔ . When DÔ , the 1-range is searched with a binary search to find the starting element that is greater than or
equal to the left point’s rank. Then all points are reported between the starting element and the first element greater than
s
the right point’s rank. Finding the unit, b h(¢£ ¡|. , that overlaps

the query on coordinate  can be done in constant time (see
indexing pseudocode in [7]). The algorithm below assumes
that R ANGE S EARCH is a method of an  -level  -range object
s
representing a unit b h(¢£ ¡|. .
R: right point,
S EARCH R ANGE
m p ^×2 Ø¨L:6Ù left
l  ,point,
l k
1 ½ÖÕ
G
½
Ú
u
Ë
Õ
Ú
^
p
×
^

2
¨
Ø
6

Ù
o
o
2 if !
3
then ÖÛH2ÜGÝ)Þ[@Ø'Û-^×2ØßÛ½:5=½u , return
4 ØÊàºáwâã«ä"åGÝ)6ÙæÕ , ç äåGÝ)jèéNCÞfÕêÒ
5 àºØÊCjèXé}CÞfÕëÐç ä"åGÝ)6jèXé}CÞìGä"Û-íÛHä^×åGåHCwâÑ
6 for ÖÕ
to ³îe
7 do /* Calculate the complete covering for level  */
8
ä'ÕïÐ|½: ìGàºØÊCjèXéNCÞÑOð~àºØÊCjèXéNCÞ
ÜÕïñC|½uP-5ìHà[ØÊrCjèXéNCv ÞòOð~à[ØÊrCjèXéNCÞ
9
10
if ç äåGÝ)ÙæÕ3
v  OR Ü§ÜGÛ-í äÃ§ºÜGÛí
Ü
11
then if ä
12
then
v b ó (+£ *ô . .S EARCH R ANGE(L, R, k-1)
äÃ§ºÜGÛí
13
else if ä
14
then b óv (+£ *ó]õ . ôöX÷ .S EARCH R ANGE(L, R, k-1)
Ü
15
if Ü§ºÜHÛ-í
16
then b ô (+õ * ô5. öX÷-£ ô .S EARCH R ANGE(L, R, k-1)
äÃ§ºÜHÛ-íÚÕêä , Ü§ÜGÛ-í!ÕEÜ
17
ØÊàºáwâã«ä"åGÝ)6Ù *= äÛ-í:Û-ä"^×åGåHCwâ
18
ç äåGÝ:ø©Xé}CÞ /= äÛ-í:ÛHä^×åGåHCwâ
19
àºØÊCjèXéNCÞ /= äÛ-í:ÛHä^×åGåHCwâ
20
Figure 2: Search algorithm for an ù -level ú -range.
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Experiments were run on a Sun Microsystem V880 with
four 1.2 GHz UltraSPARC III processors, 16 GB of main
memory, running Solaris 8. Times were obtained using the
timeval struct, which reports seconds and microseconds.
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Table 1 lists our results for  ëF to  
for naive
(linear bruteforce search), multi-level  -range, and R*tree
searching [2, 6]. The first column of results represents the
average search time,
approach. The
? ô ì , for the naive
next two columns are
and
 ì ? for the
ô and  equal the ?average search time
where
multi-level  -range and R*tree, respectively. For each row
in Table 1, 300 random queries are processed. The average
search time over the set of results is
 N h¦ # h ,
 ª 
where
for range search,
with
R a l 'h=JLKN=MOtime
#=/=&- . The same set of random  -d points
and queries were used by each data structure. The query
window size was kept small in order to avoid the search time
being dominated by reporting. For the multi-level  -range,
æ Ð|JLKNM & Ñ was chosen to minimize ©6 (see Lemma
2).
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AB"5Ê Ö!="FG (+*-,'# .IJLKNM~ÌP R C .
Proof. For each  we recursively search a maximum of FH
 -level ( -1)-ranges until i ; when
 , the  -level
R  time.
1-range is searched in !JLKNM~P
The following

Theorem 1
Table 1: Range searching test in milliseconds.

[0, JLKNMO$#C/5& )
0.005
0.83
0.48
k=2
100
0.072
0.59
0.24
1000
0.776
0.35
0.20
10000
15.400
â
0.24
100000
0.005
2.83
0.54
k=3
100
0.059
1.32
0.42
1000
0.745
â
0.31
10000
17.035
â
0.35
100000
0.005
6.84
0.52
k=4
100
0.064
5497.56
0.36
1000
0.796
â
0.35
10000
17.819
â
0.38
100000
0.005
13.43
0.54
k=5
100
0.056
â
0.46
1000
0.715
â
0.42
10000
â
17.475
0.51
100000
â - failed during construction
We can see that the multi-level  -range could not be
constructed for half of the test cases. This is due to the
excessive memory requirements of the  -level  -range. We
can also see that the R*tree outperformed the multi-level
 -range in every test and even the naive search was faster for
five cases. Section 5.2 explains why this poor performance
occurs. We discovered that naive search always outperforms
 -level  -ranges for relatively low values of  [7].
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Bentley and Maurer calculated ©y Q!"¬#C%Ê for the
multi-level  -range for any fixed value of  and  , but they
did not show the exact calculation of  . We need to know the
value of  in order to understand the relationship between  ,
 , and  . In this section we further analyze the storage complexity in order to calculate the exact value of  .
A recursion relation for the storage complexity can be defined as follows:

0 h
"5Ct
 ( Ê, #C./C0 ²!" #=/ 0 5FNC" # ,¨( h ,Ê#C./C0 5 îÚ-I
h #

where we sum the total storage over each level by multiplying the storage of the blocks by the storage for the
units and recursing on the maximum number of points and
î  . By solving the recursion,
we obtain "5C
!8# %'&)(+*-,'# ."/ 0I . Therefore,   F6rfî´-5ì- . We can see
that as we increase  , we decrease storage by a factor of FNìH .

recursion can be defined:

AB ~iFHAB"5«îe} Ip
We solve the recursion as follows:

Af ~iFHAB"5«î¬N 
Af«îe}C~ FGABîzFC
Af«îzFC~ FG}"AB"5_
î 6 

..
.

AfF Ö´!|J+K}M P R Ip

A  Q rFHI(+*-,'R # . !JLKNM~ P R  ,
f
AB"5CÖ!="FH (+*-,'# .IJLKNM~ÌP C .
 ¢Í ! N}¨ U  N)\ 

This gives

and

As mentioned in section 5.1 and in [4, 7], increasing  decreases the storage and preprocessing time for the multi-level
 -range by a factor of Fì- . Bentley and Maurer always assumed that  2:0 , where 2 and  are positive integers, that
is,  is a perfect root of  . In general, this will rarely be
the case. In order to construct the multi-level
v  -range when
Ó 1 2N0 , we use Ò êÐ|$#C/C0CÑ0 , i.e. 
20 . If ë 1 20 ,
then Ò could be very different from  . We must answer
two important questions: what value of  will minimize storage based on  ? and does the storage complexity change if

1 2N0 ?

©  is minimal when æÌÐ|JLKNM & Ñ .
Proof. When   1 20 , where 2 and  are positive integers,
the value of Ò  Ð| #C/C0 Ñ 0 is used by the  -level  -range in
Lemma 2

order construct the block and unit boundaries.

v$

#"

For  {JLKNM  , and 
, Ð|z#C/C0CÑ ëF . This can
&
be rewritten as z#C/C0©iF , which reduces to


 +J K}MOE¬JLKNM~F

by taking the logarithm of both sides. We see that increasing  past J+K}M  will not decrease storage because
&
Ð|8#C/C0 Ñ0 becomes equivalent
to F0 and 45C becomes
!"FG0 >
I . Therefore, we can only reduce storage by
increasing  up to Ð|JLKNM Ñ .

&%(' *),+.- %(/021

&

7  8#C%'&)(+*-,Ê#C./9 ;5< > ?× for fixed ×
v 0
2 0 (i.e. 
2 ), and 2 and  are

 ¢ N} NÎæ\LÏB  U  N)\ 

Theorem 3 "5³
ÐVJ+K}M & Ñ , where   1
positive integers.

We consider  and  as factors in the query analysis and arrive at the following theorem.

The proof is omitted, as this theorem is a direct consequence
of Lemma 2 and the result for "5C .
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This7 result implies that the storage can never be smaller
than $# %¨&I(+*H,Ê#C./:9 ;=< > ?@ , since  is carefully chosen,
based on Lemma 2, to minimize the storage. In general,
ï 1 2}0 , and the minimal storage is exponential in  . This
result helps explain why the multi-level  -range implementation failed in many of the test cases in Table 1.

  û ! N}tüºýþº \LÏB U 
Figure 3 displays a graph representing the theoretical and
implementation values for the total number of units and
points for two different test cases; Ë  N and E  }N
with 
. We could not verify the storage for large 
because of the  -level  -range’s large memory requirements.
We can see that the value of both the theoretical and
Ð|JLKNM Ñ
implementation storage is minimal when  
ÐVJ+K}M & Ñ , the theoretical& and
for both cases. Once 
implementation values continually grow, this is due to
Ð|8#C/C0CÑ0 becoming equivalent to F:0 . Also, the actual storage
correlates to the theoretical by a constant factor for most
values of  .
The actual storage in bytes for the  -level  -range is not
shown in Figure 3, but for optimal  ,   }} , and f
,
the data structure must allocate over 150 million bytes.
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Figure 3: Experimental and theoretical storage allocation illustrat-
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We fully implemented the multi-level  -range and compared this data structure to naive and R*tree searching. To
our knowledge, this data structure has never been implemented. We showed that when  and  are considered as
factors for range searching, the  -level  -range has search
!CrFH(*-,Ê#C.I|J+K}M~cP R C .
complexity of AB Ì
We further analyzed the storage complexity of  -level  ranges showing that "5Ê × ! # %'&)(+*-,'# ."/ 0) and for
7 ê
1 2 0 , where 2 and  are positive integers, "564
8# %'&)(+*-,'# ."/:9 ;=< > ?@ . We used these results to demonstrate why multi-level  -ranges are not competitive for range
searching.
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